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In fabrication of nanoscale materials, the two strategies known as the bottom-up and top-down fabrication can be employed. 
The bottom-up approach constructs nanomaterials from basic building blocks like atoms or molecules while the top-down 

approach produces nanostructures by deconstructing larger size materials with the use of lithographic tools (physical top-
down route) or through chemical-based processes (chemical top-down route). This review summarizes the various top-down 
nanofabrication methods using both the routes. In the physical route of top-down fabrication are the standard photolithography 
techniques using the ultraviolet light radiation, electron beam or ion beam; this approach has been widely used in the micro-
electronics industry. However it has several limitations – (a) it is expensive, (b) it can be applied to limited set of materials 
making it less accessible to most chemists, bio-chemists and biologists who use dirty organic systems, (c) it has no control over 
the surface chemistry, and (d) it is not applicable to non-planar surfaces. In recent years there has been an alternative route 
known as the soft lithography which is a collection of techniques based on printing, molding and embossing with an elastomeric 
stamp. It provides access to three-dimensional and curved structures, tolerates a wide variety of materials, generates well-defined 
and controllable surface chemistries, and is generally compatible with biological applications. It has been found useful for a 
number of applications that include cell biology, microfluidics, lab-on-a-chip, micro-electromechanical systems and flexible 
electronics/photonics. The chemical route to top-down nanofabrication can generate nanoporous materials and ordered arrays 
of nanostructures with three-dimensional features. The chemical top-down routes include (a) templated etching, (b) selective 
dealloying, (c) anisotropic dissolution, and (d) thermal decomposition. These emerging chemical-based nanofabrication tools 
are opening up new avenues in the creation of functional nanostructures with a wide array of applications.
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